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UL Warns of Potentially Hazardous E-Cigarettes and Vaping Devices With
Counterfeit UL Marks
(19PN-12)
NORTHBROOK, Ill., July 16,2019– UL, a global safety science company, is warning users
and distributors of e-cigarettes and vaping devices to be on the lookout for products that
bear counterfeit UL Marks after the company received reports of such products in the
marketplace. These products have not been evaluated by UL to the appropriate Safety
Standards for the risk of fire or electric shock, and it is unknown if they comply with any
safety requirements.
E-cigarettes and vaping devices that are authorized to bear the UL Mark display a gold UL
holographic label (shown below) that can be found on product itself or its packaging. The
label includes the UL symbol, the words “CERTIFIED” and “SAFETY”, and geographic
identifier(s). The holographic label is additionally marked with “ELECTRIC SHOCK AND
FIRE HAZARDS ONLY” and “ANSI/CAN/UL 8139”. These products have been evaluated
by UL to the Standard for Electrical Systems of Electronic Cigarettes and Vaping Devices,
UL 8139.
To identify companies that are authorized to produce UL Certified e-cigarettes and vaping
devices refer to the UL iQ Product Database located at: UL Product iQ and enter “ecigarettes” or “vaping” in the search field. You will need to create an account (free – no
charge) to view the UL iQ Product Database.
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About UL
UL helps create a better world by applying science to solve safety, security and
sustainability challenges. We empower trust by enabling the safe adoption of innovative new
products and technologies. Everyone at UL shares a passion to make the world a safer
place. All of our work, from independent research and standards development, to testing
and certification, to providing analytical and digital solutions, helps improve global wellbeing. Businesses, industries, governments, regulatory authorities and the public put their
trust in us so they can make smarter decisions. To learn more, visit UL.com.

